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Naoki Kaneko1, Shintaro Kawano1*, Ryota Matsubara1, Yuichi Goto1,2, Teppei Jinno1, Yasuyuki Maruse1,
Taiki Sakamoto1, Yuma Hashiguchi1, Masakazu Iida1 and Seiji Nakamura1Erratum
After publication of the original article [1] it was
brought to our attention that the funding information
was not correctly reflected in the article.
The original Funding information contains an incor-
rect number. The original sentence reads as:
This work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid (26463014,
60615798, and 26670869) from the Japanese Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.
The revised sentence, with the correct number reads
as follows:
This work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid (26463014,
26861729, and 26670869) from the Japanese Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.
Please note that the number 60615798 should instead
be 26861729.
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